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What were your expectations?  Were they met?

No

No expectations. Definitely learned something. 

to learn about jv and what are the qualifications; to become certified.  Yes my expectations
were met. 

to learn all that was available to thrust the business forward

to become aware of how various businesses are performed 

yes 

to retain a lot of information on joint venture and CBE

my expectations were to obtain more information to help with the growth and of my company

acquire more knowledge about joint venture, expectations were met

I expected to get insight and tips for JVs and they were met.  There were  a variety of point of
views which was helpful. 

Somewhat

To learn more about JVs.  Expectations met. 

Yes

Yes, I was looking for information about JV, so I can partner with a sister company on DDOT
projects. 

Yes, just want a chance to prove



Please share your thoughts on the quality and effectiveness of the speakers and
presenters.

Not what I expected.  The one speaker I stayed to listen to did not provide any information I
didn't already have

10/10

speakers were very informative and willing to address questions when asked 

I felt the quality and effectiveness of the speakers and presenters were above expectation,
professional and well spoken

the speakers seem to have an excess of knowledge about the info they delivered and
although it was overwhelming because of my newness, I was able to gather unique and
uniformed information

very knowledgeable 

the speakers were very informative and detailed 

na

clear and concise 

They all provided valuable knowledge. 

Edsel Brown based his presentation for CBE rather than DDOT

The speakers were very knowledgeable 

Informative

 Very clear and straight to subject; also  very kind with questions 

Effective



Which specific areas of interest covered in the workshop did you find most valuable? 

None

Different ways to file taxes as a LLC

specific requirement needed to become jv certified 

the financial information 

overhead statements and how to learn to handle them

joint venture 

CBE, SBA, DBE

the information about DDOT contacts

taxes, joint venture 

I found the perspective of an actual business owner to be very valuable 

Questions from audience

The certifications needed where the JV is established 

Jv - accounting/tax consideration; forming of jv 

CBE companies potential joint ventures

Procurement and taxes



What aspects of the workshop could be improved to better meet your needs and
expectations?

More thought put into presentation materials 

Have the other attendees hold their questions til the end unless applicable to that
slide/section. 

everything was good 

n/a 

how to gather financial loans effectively and more clarity on taxes and credit score 

everything was excellent 

learn more about the CBE and DBE 

a loud speaker would have helped a great deal

na

audio improvements 

Na

Visual graphics of various JV’s from past companies

More time| detailed

Bigger screen

Expanding on more certifications
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